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SUMMARY

Two alternate rigid steel frames of different lengths (14.4 inches and

21.6 inches) were compared to the 26.1 inch. The comparisons were based on

counts of number of stalks, emerged heads, heads in late boot, and stalks
2greater than ten inches tall within each count unit. Simultaneous paired T

indicated that there was no significant differences between the 26.1 inch

frame and the two alternate frame sizes for any of the variables observed

(stalks, emerged heads, etc.). The sample was based on a subsample of field

units drawn from the December 1971 and June 1972 Enumerative Surveys in Kansas

and Washington. In addition, there was no significant difference between the

26.1 inch frame and the two alternate frame sizes for threshing percent and

gross yield. The 21.6 inch frame took approximately 20 percent less time

than the 26.1 inch frame to make counts within the unit. The 14.4 inch unit

saved 40 percent when compared to the 26.1 inch frame.

The analysis for a single season in these two States indicates even

smaller plots size can be used than is presently employed. An optimum allo-

cation analysis is given in the appendices. The optimum allocation analysis

is presented for two of the independent variables (stalks, emerged heads)

because of their importance in the Wheat Forecasting Model(s). For these

two variables either 1 or 2 is the "best" allocation for units per field.

But since we desire an estimate of within field variance, we suggest 2 units

per field. The allocation of rows per unit was more variable (between 1 and

5) based on just frequency two would be the "best" allocation. Appendix II

presents an analysis of the optimum frame length. The 14.4 inch frame was

found to be the optimum. Appendix III investigates the possible biases in

the three plot sizes. Based on our data, no significant biases were found for

estimating number of stalks or number of emerged heads.
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A Comparison of Alternative Winter
Wheat Objective Yield Unit Sizes

By
Chapman P. Gleason

INTRODUCTION

Results of an optimum plot size study conducted by the Research and

Development Branch [10] during 1971 indicated that a count unit shorter than

the standard 26.1 inches would be more efficient. The study indicated that

the optimum number of rows per unit should be three, the number included in

the present objective yield plot.

To investigate the validity of the shorter unit and to test any problems

which would be encountered with a smaller unit, two new frames were developed

for testing during 1972. One of these frames measured 21.6 inches, the other

14.4 inches. These particular exact lengths were chosen since they give 5

row equivalent measurements of 3.0 and 2.0 feet, respectively, if a plot is

established in broadcast wheat. The standard frame of 26.1 inches provides

a 5 row equivalent of 3.3 feet.

The new frames differ in construction from the existing frame in opera-

tiona1 use. Each new frame is a single piece of steel made from 3/8" steel

stock with an arm at each end approximately four inches long. The present

frame has removable arms about 27 inches long which are bolted to a steel

back piece. These long arms can be bent from the perpendicular, and can bias

our estimate if they are not frequently checked and measured. This is one of

the disadvantages of the present frame construction.

Thirty-seven fields were selected in the State of Washington and forty

fields were selected in Kansas from the regular objective yield survey fields.

State supervisors selected at least five enumerators in each State to work
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on the special frame size study. The enumerators were selected based on their

past performance of high quality work and to represent all major winter wheat

producing areas of the State. Enumerator workloads were determined by the

State supervisor based on the additional work required and the enumerator's

responsibilities.

FIELD PROCEDURES

In order to avoid affecting results in the regular objective yield pro-

gram, the current 26.1 inch frame unit was laid out first in every unit. On

the first visit, the regular unit and clip areas were laid out and marked and

all usual counts made. A buffer zone was established between the 26.1 frame

clip area and the "new" frames. The 21.6 unit was laid out and all counts

made before laying out the 14.4 unit. Figure 1 depicts the unit 1 layout.

The new frames must be laid down in each row separately to determine

the endpoints of the row. The present frame is slid across all three rows

at the same time. This is the only difference in field procedures between

the two types of frames.

Times were recorded separately for the three units on each visit. Data

on time required per unit allows evaluation of possible savings by use of

smaller units.

Each of the three units was visited during monthly survey periods. At

harvest, heads were clipped for each size of unit and sent to the regional

laboratories. The regular laboratory form (C-2) was used by the regional

laboratory for each unit.



Figure 1.--Unit layout, winter wheat, Kansas and Hashington, 1972
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Each of the frame sizes was assumed to be a fixed treatment applied to

the population of wheat fields in Kansas and Hashington. All counts and

weights were converted to per acre equivalents in order to properly compare

treatment (frame size) effects. The present 26.1 inch frame was considered

to be the standard or control and results of each of the other two were com-

pared with the control, see Dunnett [4] for a discussion.

The units observed were assumed to be a random sample from a population

of all possible units for calculation of means, variances and covariances.

The observations were paired comparisons, since the three different units

were laid out in the same field within approximately 0, 8-2/3 and, l2~2/3

feet of a random starting point. It is immaterial whether a new frame gave

exactly the same expanded results for the kth unit as the control but whether

the new frame estimates the same population parameters as the control.

The Analysis of Monthly Counts

As many as four different correlated variables are measured on each unit

for each survey visit. The use of multiple paired t tests would increase the
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overall Type I error to an unacceptable .18 on individual t tests done at

the .05 level, when four characteristics are measured. That is, if four

univariate paired t tests were performed with a = .05, the probability is

.18 that you reject at least one of the four hypotheses even if all hypotheses
2are true. A test which does not have this drawback is the paired T test.

2Kramer [6] has a discussion of the T test. The T2 statistic is a multivariate

generalization of Student's t statistic.

Let ~(l) ~(2), and ~(3) be the population mean vectors for the 26.1,

21.6 and the 14.4 inch units, respectively, for various plant counts. Thus,

for example,

(1)
~ m

ean
mean
mean
mean

no.
no.
no.
no.

stalks/acre, 26.1 inch unit J
stalks>lO"/acre, 26.1 inch unit
emerged heads/acre. 26.1 inch unit
head in late boot/acre, 26 inch unit

Tables 1 and 2 present the sample means. which are unbiased minimum

variance estimates of the population means, for each frame size by month.

The hypothesis we wish to test is HO: ~(l) = ~(2), ~(l) = ~(3) against

HA: ~(1); ~ (2) and/or ~(l) ; ~(3). The hypothesis HO specifies that the

vector of population means for the 26.1 inch frame is equal to the vector

of means for the 21.6 inch frame and the vector of population means for the

26.1 inch frame is equal to the vector of means for the 14.4 inch frame.

The above hypothesis implies that we want to test two hypotheses, say

Hal: ~(l) = ~(2) and H02: ~(l) = ~(3). but reach separate conclusions about

each. Hence, a simultaneous multivariate procedure must be employed to test

HO' Kramer [6] has a chapter on simultaneous multivariate procedures. The

calculations needed to compute this will be presented.
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Table 1.--Expanded means per acre by unit size, Winter Wheat, Kansas, 1972
----------------

Unit size
Honth Characteris tic

14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches.
May No. stalks 3,431,000 3,102,000 3,385,420

No. stalks > 10" 702,219 629,678 586,230
No. emerged heads 107,847 90,143 79,693
No. heads in late boot 291,319 320,965 313,750

June No. stalks > 10" 2,001,981 1,902,216 1,991,724
No. emerged heads 1,949.453 1,843.811 1.915,434
No. heads in late boot 43,228 50,466 69,297

July No. emerged heads 1,946,200 1,850,060 1,933,410
No. heads in late boot 0 140 0

Table 2.--Expanded means per acre by unit size, Winter Wheat, Washington, 1972

Unit size
Month Characteristic

14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches

May No. of stalks 3,152,888 3,279,292 3,192,920
June No. stalks > lOti 1,185,528 1,248,890 1,299,202

No. emerged heads 241,198 256,685 267,491
No. heads in late boot 122,175 141,295 143,386

July No. emerged heads 1,652,324 1 ,713 ,390 1,722,450
No. heads in late boot 57,722 29,766 48,729

Augus t No. emerged heads 1,685.638 1.703,211 1,746,340
No. heads in late boot 6,619 5,215 5,055
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Let Y (1) y (1) y (1) b th 1 f d 1 t b d1 ' 2 ,•..•• Nee samp e a ran am p x vec ors a serve
(2) (2) (2)on the 26.1 inch unit. And let Y1 ' Y2 ,.....yN be the sample of ran-

dom vectors observed on the 21.6 inch unit. For example, the vector of observed

variables on the 26.1 inch unit for the May survey period in Kansas is the

collection of vectors of the form

y(l) =
i

(1)Yli

=

thNo. stalks, i unit
thNo. stalks> 10", i unit

d h d . th .emerge ea s, 1 un1t

h d . 1 b .th.ea s 1n ate oat, 1 un1t

i=1,2, •.• N.

Now let,

D. =
1

,-

d
p~

=

(1)Yli

(1)Y2i

(1)
I Ypi
L

( 2)Yli

(2)Y2i
(1)Y2i

(1) ,
Ypi i

I
--I

(2)Yli

(2)Y2i

So Di is a vector whose rows are the difference of the 21.6 inch unit

from the 26.1 inch unit for each particular variable observed.

Assume that Di has a distribution which is normal with mean 0 and

covariance matrix r. (2)
J.l • Hence,

testing H01 is equivalent to testing H01*: 0 = O. The test statistic used

to test H01* is T2 - N 5~ S-l D, where
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r N
dU L d1iIN d1i=l

N N d2i N d2
D = L Di/N = L IN= L d2i/N = =

i=l i=1 i=1

- (2)
Y 2 and,

N

.L11=
d ./Np1

d
p

N
S = L (D.-D) (Di-D)~ IN-1 =

i=1 1

and,

s
pp

N 2 _
L dk.-Ndki=1 1

N-1 , k = 1,2, •.• ,p.

N
L

_ SSkj _ i=1
- N-l -

dki dji-Ndkdj

N-1 k:f j = 1,2, ••• ,p.
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2 2The statistic T is distributed as "otelling's T with N-l degrees of

freedom (proved in Anderson [1]). A similar development can be made to test

H02' As pointed out earlier since we want to test "01 and "02 jointly (i.e.

Test "0) but reach separate conclusions on each hypothesis we must employ a

simultaneous procedure. Thus, individual T2 tests done at the .025 level on

HOI and "02 will yield a test ~f HO at a significant level bounded by .05

(i.e., O<a:: .05).

Tables 3 and 4 present the characteristics counted for each unit, the

T2 I 2tests for Hal and "02' and the critical value of "otelling s T distribution

with proper number of de8rees of freedom.

Table 3.--Variables observed and T2,s for test of "01 and "02 by month, Winter
\fheat, Kansas 1972

---_._._-~---------------------· . 2 . 2 Critical value
Vector of p ·s l'T for'T for 2 of }jMonth : · amp e' •.: i _N:test of:test of:: observed variables .s ze-. H • H . T

: : 01 : 02 : p,N-l,.025
------------ --- ---- -----------

stalks

bO]
42 7.941 4.079 2Hay ~O. T4,41,.025=13.582No. stalks > 10"

No. emerged heads
No. heads in late

stalks 10" boJ 80 5.012 ~I
2June ~O. > T3,79,.025=10.131No. emerged heads

No. heads in late

June ~o. stalks > 10" ] 80 3.601 T2 = 7.838
No. emerged heads 2,79,.025

July ~o. emerged heads
booJ

80 4.305 11 T2 = 7.838
No. heads in late 2,79,.025

July [Eo. emerged heads ~ 80 .059 T2 = 5.221· .. 1,79,.025· ..------------------_.
II These values were approximated using linear interpolation~
~/ For the hypothesis "02 the June data yielded a negative T using the

variables no. stalks>lO", no. emerged heads, no. heads in late boot. Thus,
only no. stalks>lO" and emerged heads were used.

11 No. of heads in late boot was zero for both the 26.1 and 14.4 inch frames
in July. Hence, the covariance matrix was not invertible. No. emerged heads
was used.
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2Table 4.--Variables observed and T for test of HOl and H02 by month, Hinter
Wheat, Washington 1972

: :T2 for :T2 for : Critical value
Honth Vector of p :Sample: : : 2 of 1../.. _N.test of.test of.observed variables .Slze-. H . H • T

: : 01 : 02 : p,N-l,.025

May [Ro. stalks :J 74 .726 .092 T2 = 5.2381,73,.025
stalks> 10"

boJ
72 1.185 3.519 2June moo T3,71,.025=10.22

No. emerged heads
No. heads in late

July ~o. emerged heads
booJ

70 2.675 4.025 T2 7.908
No. heads in late 2,69,.025

Augus t : [Eo. emerged heads =:J 72 .943 1.977 T2 = 7.8924,71,.025

!/ These values were approximated using linear interpolation.

None of the computed T2 values exceeds the critical value of the T2 dis-

tribution with the proper degrees of freedom for any month. Thus, we conclude

that the expanded monthly counts per acre made on either of the two smaller

frames does not differ significantly from those made on the 26.1 inch unit.

The Analysis of Harvest Counts and Measurements

All heads in each unit within a field were clipped when the unit was in

the hard dough or ripe stage of maturity. Heads were sent to the regional

laboratories where they are counted and weighed for each field. The two sam-

pIes from a field are then combined, threshed, weighed (after threshing), and

then tested for moisture content. Fields may be combined to test for moisture

content, if sufficient grain is not available. Average gross yield is weight

of mature heads adjusted for threshing percent and moisture content. Table 5

presents the average gross yield in bushels per acre and the standard error of

the mean, for each frame size and State.
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Determinations of moisture content often required that grain from more

than one field to be combined, thus cc.nfounding moisture content determina-

tion of individual fields. Since moisture and adjustments are applied to

weight of mature heads, at the field level, gross yield is also confounded.

It was felt that the smaller sized unit would have a different threshing

percent since an increased number of samples was needed to determine the

threshing percent. To investi;ate this, the mean threshing percent was com-

puted for each frame size. Table 6 represents the mean threshing percent for

each frame size by State.

Table 5.--Average expanded gross yield, in bushels per acre by unit size and
State, '-linter'fueat, 1972

-.------ ------ ------------- -------- ------------ --_._--- ----
Kansas Washington

Mean S. E. of
gross yield. mean ...-------_._--_._------~---~-~------------------------------

Unit size

14.4 inch ••.•. :
21. 6 inch .••.• :
26.1 inch ••••. :

34.766
33.141
34.904

5.497
5.240
5.519

Mean
gross yield

57.029
56.352
60.703

S. E. of
mean

9.375
9.264
9.979· ..· ..--------------~---------------~- -----.--------.------

Table 6.--Average threshing percent by unit size and State, Winter \fueat, 1972

Kans as 'i.Jashington

Mean
threshing I~

------------------- ---.----------.------------------

Unit size

14.4 inch ••••• :
21.6 inch ••••• :
26.1 inch ..••• :

67.900
67.277
66.296

S. E. of
mean

10.736
10.637
10.482

Mean
threshing %

73.728
73.737
73 .454

S. E. of
mean

12.121
12.122
12.076· .· .-------~-_. __ ._~-----~-_._-----------------------
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To determine if there was any significant differences between the mean

gross yield and threshing percent for the two new frames and the standard

26.1 inch frame, a paired T2, test was used again to test liO:
(1) (2)

~ = ~ ,

(1)
~

(3) (")~ where ~ 1
J;ean gross yield for the ith frame ~

mean thres·,lingpercent for the ith fram~ i = 1,2,3.

2 (1)Table 7 presents the T test for "01: ~ (2) (1)
)J and lIO 2 : ~ ~ (3) by State.

State

2Table 7.--Variables and T for test of HOI and H02 by State, Hinter 1.meat, 1972
------_._-------- -~----.-----.-.---- -- - ..- _._--,--- - --- ..- ----- ---.-.-.'- .-----.---------------.-----

: :T2 f :T2 f : Critical valueor .orVector of p :Samp1e: f: f: 2 of II
i bi . "test 0 test a Tvar a es :Sl ze=,,,: 1.[ : II :

02 p,N-l,.025: : : 01: :-_.------~---_._-_._~--_._----------------- -- - -- ------.-------------.- ---.----.--.----.----- ~-_._-------
Kans as [ross yieldJ 40 6.023 1.848 T2 8.512

threshing L 2,39,.025

Hashington: (Cross Yield-I 37 6.709 2.991 T2 = 8.452
Lthreshin:: L 2 ,36,.025

...... . . . .-------------~-_.__ ..._--_._-- -._---- - --------.-. ----- -----~._--_._._---~_._--------------

11 These values were approximated using linear interpolation.

Since the T2,s are not significant for Kansas or Washington, we accept

the hypothesis "0 in each instance. Thus, for each State, there are no

significant differences between the smaller size units and the 26.1 inch

unit for gross yield or threshing percent.

The total time needed to count the observed variables was recorded for

each unit. The average time per unit for each frame size was com?uted. Tables

3 and 9 present these averages for each survey period and State.

The data in Tables 8 and 9 indicate time savings of three to five minutes

per unit for the 21.6 inch unit and six to eight minutes for the 14.4 inch unit
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when compared with the 26.1 inch frame. Another method of comparison is that

count times for the 21.6 inch unit average about 20 percent less than for the

26.1 inch unit. The 14.4 inch unit's mean count time is approximately 40

percent less than the 26.1 inch unit.

The within unit time savings for Kansas for the entire season would

amount to about 110 hours for the 21.6 inch unit and 205 hours for the 14.4

inch unit. This would be only a small portion of the savings, however, since

the time saved by use of a smaller clip area might be nearly as great as the

time saved within the unit counting. Spending less time per field should

enable enumerator to work an extra field on some days which would mean that

some expensive trips to pick up only one field on another day might be avoided.

The smaller sample size for laboratory work should shorten the time and cost

of this portion of the survey.

ITable 8.--Average time in minutes and standard error per unit by length of unit
and survey, Winter Wheat, Kansas, 1972

26.1 inch unit 21.6 inch unit 14.4 inch unit
Survey
period Mean S. E. of Mean S. E. of Mean S. E. of

mean mean mean

May 1....... : 24.69 2.320 20.93 1.781 16.90 1.442
June 1...... : 12.41 0.760 9.52 0.564 7.71 0.418
July 1...... : 20.72 1.041 16.30 0.780 12.68 0.689
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Table 9.--Average time in minutes and standard error per unit by length of unit
and survey, Winter Wheat, Washington, 1972

26.1 inch unit 21.6 inch unit 14.4 inch unit
Survey
period Mean S. E. of

mean Mean S. E. of
mean Mean S. E. of

mean

May 1••••••• : 17 •57

June 1. ••••• : 16.34

July 1. .••••: 9.69

August 1.•••: 14.36

1.149
1.187

0.725

0.646

14.40

11.51

7.09

12.03

1.000

0.783

0.561

0.609

10.10

8.43

5.66

8.07

0.648

0.556

0.578

0.381

Appendix I: Optimum Allocation of Rows and Units

The current objective yield winter wheat sampling design allocations

using the 26.1 inch frame are: two 26.1 inch units per field, and three

rows per unit. Since there would be no time savings with the adoption of a

smaller size unit if, for example, to obtain accurate estimates at a fixed

cost three units per field and four rows per unit were needed with the smaller

frame size(s). The investigation of the optimum allocation for units per field

and rows per unit for each frame size was computed for a fixed cost. Cochran [2]

discusses Optimum Allocation for fixed costs.

The variables on which the analysis was performed was the number of stalks

for the May 1 survey in Kansas and Washington and the number of emerged heads

for the July 1 survey in Kansas and the August 1 survey in Washington.

For three-stage sampling the optimum solution is to minimize the product

of variance and cost with respect to the sample size n
j

at each stage, with

the cost fixed. The estimated variance
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A2
af

where
A2
a
1f

A2
a2 f

A2
a3f

f

= the estimated between fields variance component

= the estimated between units variance component

the estimated between rows variance component, and

= 14.4, 21.6, 26.1, (length of plot in inches).

where Cl = average cost between fields

C2 = average cost between units within fields,

C3 = average cost per row, for the f - length frame.
f

The cost is in terms of time not dollars.

But Cl, the average cost per field, is difficult to estimate, since no

accurate records were kept. Hence, estimating Cl will be subjective. However

reasonable assumptions for Cl are 60 and 45 minutes. Both of these assumptions

will be used in the optimum allocation analysis.

The cost between fields, in terms of the time, is the time spent traveling

between the last unit of a particular field to the first unit of the next field

visited. The average cost between units (C2) was computed as the time spent

traveling from unit 1 to unit 2. C3 is the average within unit count time
f

divided by three, for the f - length frame. Tables 12 and 13 present the costs

at each level of sampling by frame size for each State.
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Taking the partial derivatives of the variance x cost function with

respect to n
j
, setting the partials equal to zero and solving for nj yields

the optimum allocations. The optimum allocation for units within fields is,

The optimum allocation for rows within units is

Tables 14 thru 17 presents the optimum allocations of units and rows by

State, survey period, and Cl equal to 60 and 45 minutes. The variable com-

ponents are presented in Appendix II.

The optimum allocation of units and rows are real numbers not necessarily

integers which have minimum estimated sampling variance for a fixed cost.

However, practical considerations dictate that the allocations be integer

valued. The problem now is how to select these integer valued allocations

given the optimum allocations.

Consider the lattice in Figure 2 for May 1 number of stalks in Kansas

with the 26.1 inch frame. The optimum number of units per field and rows per

unit is 1.46 and 1.19 respectively. Write these as an ordered pair (1.46,1.19).

Several criteria can be used to select integer valued allocations, among

them are:

(1) round each component up (down) to integer values,
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(2) compute the Euclidean distance between any integer valued ordered

pair and the optimum and select the ordered pair with minimum
distance,

(3) select the integer valued allocation with minimum estimated sampling

variance.

For the ordered pair (1.46, 1.19) the three criteria above would yield
(2,2), (2,2), (2.1) respectively.

Figure 2.--Graph of optimum allocation for May 1 number of stalks, 26.1 inch
frame, Kansas. Winter Wheat, 1972

3

U 2
N
I \.(1.46 ,1.19) I

T ~~.
S

1

1

Rows

2 3

Tables 18 to 21 present for each frame size the integer valued allo~ations

which have minimum variance over all sample designs with integer valued

allocations by State, survey period, and time between fields. The number of

fields, the highest level of sampling, is not entered in the table since it

depends on the survey budget allocations to the individual State or more gen-

erally a fixed budget or a fixed level of precision.
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It should be noted here that the optimum allocation was done on two of

the independent variables (no. stalk, emerged head) in the winter wheat fore-

casting model and not the dependent variable, number of heads at harvest.

However, Cochran [2, P. 118] in discussing the problem(s) of allocation with

more than one variable in stratified sampling indicates that allocations may

differ relatively little when correlations among the variables are high. If

this relationship holds for the two-stage cluster sampling then we can expect

the optima for number of emerged heads to differ relatively little for number

of heads at harvest. However, one must consider all variables and especially

the dependent variables (weight per head and number of heads) in the forecast-

ing model(s) before any definite conclusions can be reached on the optimum

allocations. These conclusions cannot be reached by this study since the

necessary data collection was not includ,~d in the design.

Table l2.--Costs in minutes at each level of sampling by frame size and month,
Washington, Winter Wheat, 1972

MOnth

M~

August

Level of cost

Units (C2)

Rows (C3)

Units (C2)

Rows (C3)

Frame size

14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches

8.14 8.14 8.14

3.37 4.80 5.86

6.61 6.61 6.61

2.69 4.01 4.79
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Table 13.--Costs in minutes at each level of sampling by frame size and month,
Kansas, Winter Wheat, 1972

Month

May

July

Level of cost

Units (C2)

Rows (C3)

Units (C2)

Rows (C3)

Frame size

14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches

7.00 7.00 7.00

5.63 6.98 8.23

6.06 6.06 6.06

4.23 5.43 6.91

Table 14.--0ptimum allocations of units and rows C1Washington, 1972
60 minutes, Winter Wheat,

Survey period
and variable

Allocations

:14.4 inch frame:21.6 inch frame:26.1 inch frame...
Units

May 1, number of stalks •.••••• : 1.863

August 1, number of
emerged heads ••••..••••.•••• : 1.318

Rows

1.652

4.045

Units

1.029

0.879

Rows

1.919

3.574

Units

1.391

1.411

Rows

1.220

1.624

Table 15.--0ptimum allocation of units and rows C1 = 45 minutes, Winter Wheat,
Washington, 1972

Allocations
Survey period
and variable ;14.4 inch frame~21.6 inch frame~26.1 inch frame

Units

May 1, number of stalks ••••••• : 1.571
August 1, number of

emerged heads ••••••••••••••• : 1.117

Rows

1.652

4.045

Units

0.868

0.746

Rows

1.919

3.574

Units

1.173

1.196

Rows

1.220

1.624
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Table l6.--0ptimum allocation of units and rows Cl = 60 minutes fields, Winter
Wheat, Kansas, 1972

Allocations
Survey period
and variable :14.4 inch frame~2l.6 inch frame~26.l inch frame

Units

May 1, number of stalks .•.•••. : 1.519

July 1, number of
emerged heads ••.•••••••••••• : 2.113

Rows

1. 376

1.747

Units

0.691

Rows

1:./

5.617

Units

1. 723

1.718

Rows

1.192

1.675

!/ No optimum allocation was computed since a negative variance component was
estimated.

Table l7.--0ptimum allocation of units and rows ClWheat, Kansas, 1972
45 minutes fields, Winter

Survey period
and variable

Allocations
..

;14.4 inch frame;2l.6 inch frame;26.1 inch frame

Units

May 1, number of stalks •••.••• : 1.286

July 1, number of
emerged heads ••••••••••••••• : 1.795

Rows

1. 376

1.747

Units

0.587

Rows

!/

5.617

Units

1.459

1. 459

Rows

1.192

1.675

1/ No optimum allocation was computed since a negative variance component was
estimated.

Table l8.--Integer valued allocations which have minimum estimated variance by
survey period and frame size, Cl = 60 minutes, Winter Wheat, Washington, 1972

Allocations
Survey period
and variable :14.4 inch frame~21.6 inch frame~26.1 inch frame

May 1, number of stalks ••••••• :

August 1, number of
emerged heads .......•....•.. :

Units

2

1

Rows

2

5

Units

1

1

Rows

2

3

Units

2

1

Rows

1

2
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Table 19.--Integer valued allocations which have minimum estimated variance by
survey period and frame size, Cl = 45 minutes, Winter Wheat, Washington, 1972

-----------------~--_._---------------------
May 1, number of stalks •..•... : 2

August 1, number of
emerged heads .••••••••••.••• : 1

Survey period
and variable :14.4 inch

: Units

Allocations
..

frame;2l.6 inch frame;26.l inch frame

Rows Units Rows Units Rows

2 1 2 1 1

5 1 3 1 2

Table 20.--Integer valued allocations which have minimum estimated variance by
survey period and frame size, Cl = 60 minutes, Winter Wheat, Kansas, 1972

Allocations
Survey period
and variable :14.4 inch frame:2l.6 inch frame:26.l inch frame..

May 1, number of stalks •••..•• :

July 1, number of
emerged heads .••.•••••••.••• :

Units

2

2

Rows

1

2

Units

2

1

Rows

1

5

Units

2

2

Rows

1

2

Table 2l.--Integer valued allocations which have minimum estimated variance by
survey period and frame size, Cl = 45 minutes, Winter Wheat, Kansas, 1972

Allocations
Survey period
and variable :14.4 inch frame:2l.6 inch frame:26.l inch frame..

May 1, number of stalks ••••••• :

July 1, number of
emerged heads .•..••••••..•.• :

Units

1

2

Rows

2

2

Units

2

1

Rows

1

5

Units

2

1

Rows

1

2
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Appendix II: The Optimum of the Three Frame Sizes

In Appendix I, we investigated the allocation of the levels of sampling

for each frame size by considering the costs (Ci) fixed and letting nl,n2,

and n3 vary in the variance x cost function. In this investigation of the

optimum frame size we will fix the allocation at two units per field and

three rows per unit and determine the minimum value of the cost x variance

function for the alternative frame sizes. The allocation for nl, the number

of fields, is a fixed positive integer. The frame size with minimum cost x

variance is the optimum frame size. The analysis will be presented for the

same survey periods and variables as for the optimum allocation analysis.

Consider again the general cost function C1 = nlC1 + nl(n2-l)C2 +

n1n2n3C3l where Cl,C2,C3l were defined in the previous section. If we let n2 =
2 and n3 = 3, then C1 = nl(Cl+C2+6C31). C1 is then the total cost in terms of
time for enumerations of the lth frame size for a particular month and State

when the allocations are two units per field and three rows per unit. As

before since we have no accurate estimates of Cl, 60 and 45 minutes were used.

For these two assumed values of Cl a separate estimate of the total time C1
was computed. Table 22 presents the total time as a constant times nl, the

number of fields. The reason for this will be apparent later. This can be

used to estimate the total time saved on n1 fields between two frame sizes for

a particular month and State. For example, an estimate of total time saved by

the 14.4 inch frame over the 26.1 inch frame for 100 samples in Kansas in May

with Cl - 60 is 100 (103.30 - 88.36) = 1494 minutes.
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Table 22.--Tota1 cost (C~) in minutes for each unit size by State and month for
Cl equal to 60 and 45 minutes, i.JinterWheat, 1972

Frame size

State Month 14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches

:C1 = 60:81 = 45:C1 = 60:C1 = 45:C1 = 60:Cl = 45...... -----.--

Washington May 88.36 73.36 96.94 81. 94 103.20 88.30

Washington August 82.75 67.75 90.67 75.67 95.35 80.35

Kansas May :100.78 85.78 108.88 93.88 116.38 101. 38

Kansas August : 91.l14 76.44 98.64 83.64 107.52 92.52
:._-----_._--_.~-----~

Now consider the es timated variance for the £th frame size

+ + . where

~2
the estimated variance components oil' i = 1,2,3 were defined in the previous

section.
A2

2 and n 3 = 3, 0.t
A2

becomes 0.t =

The estimate of the variance comp'Jnents for each frame size, month, and

State are given in the nested analyses of variance presented in Tables 25 thru

36. The estimate of ;~ is presented in Table 23 as a constant divided by nl•
A2

Thus to estimate 014.4 based on a sample of size 100 in May from Kansas for

the variable number of stalks, the estimate is 1543.73/100 = 15.44.
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Table 23.--Estimated variance for e~ch unit size and month, Winter Wheat, 1972

As stated earlier for fixed n2 = 2 and n3 = 3 the optimum frame size among

the 26.1 and 14.4 inch frames is the frame size with minimum cost x variance.
thThe cost x variance for the i fra~e size is

1 ~2 ~2 ~2
nl (Cl+ C2 + 6C3) x - (01 + 02 + ° )

n1 i il2 2i/6

As we can see by our last equality the cost x variance does not depend

on the number of fields sampled but on the costs and variance associated

with each level of sampling. This is the reason nl was left arbitrary in

the analysis and in the tables.

Table 24 presents the cost x variance for each frame size by State and

month for Cl equal to 60 or 45 minutes. In every case the minimum cost x

variance was for the 14.4 inch frame. Hence, the optimum frame size among

thz 26.1, 21.6 and the 14.4 inch frame is the 14.4 inch frame.
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Table 24.--Cost x variance for each frame size by State and month for Cl equal
to 60 and 45 minutes, Winter Wheat, 1972

14.4 inches 21.6 inches 26.1 inches

Wash- :No. emerged
ington :August: heads 17,793: 14,568: 55,872: 46,629: 84,534: 71,236

Kansas :May :No. of stalks :155,577:132,421:243,109:209,617:287,026:250,031

Kansas :August:No. emerged
heads 22,169: 18,532: 36,558: 30,999: 60,495: 52,055

Table 25.--Nested analysis of variance for number of stalks, 14.4 inch frame,
May, \olashington,1972

Variance D. F. Sum of Mean Estimated
squares squares variancesource components

Tot a1 .......... : 233 479,948 2,059.86 2,085.09

Field .......... : 38 302,619 7,963.66 965.49
Un!t ........... : 39 84,658 2,170.72 525.55
Rows ••••••••••• : 156 92,671 594.05 594.05
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Table 26.--Nested analysis of variance for number of stalks, 21.6 inch frame,
May, Washington, 1972

Variance
source

Total :

Fields :
Units ....•..... :
Rows ••••••••••• :

D. F.

233

38

39

156

Sum 0 f
squares

1,087,876

809,322

103,965

174,589

Mean
squares

4,669.00

21,297.95

2,665.77

1,119.16

Estimated
variance
components

4,740.06

3,105.36

515.54

1,119.16

Table 27.--Nested analysis of variance for number of stalks, 26.1 inch frame,
May, Washington, 1972

Variance
source D. F. Sum of

squares
Mean

squares
Estimated
variance
components

To tal ••••.•.••• : 221 1,414,964 6,402.55

Fie1 ds ••.••.••• : 36 1,039,981 28,888.37

Units .......... : 37 182,626 4,935.83

Rows ••••••••••• : 148 192,357 1,299.71

6,503.84

3,992.09

1,212.04

1,299.71

Table 28.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 14.4 inch
frame, August, Washington, 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares components

Total .......... : 221 89,864 406.63 410.61

Fields ......... : 36 46,444 1,290.13 161. 98

Units .......•.. : 37 11,775 318.25 34 •81

Rows ••••••••••• : 148 31,644 213.82 213.82
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Table 29.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 21.6 inch
frame, August, Hashington, 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares components

To tal •••.••...• : 221 210,818 953.93 966.28

Fields •.••..•.• : 36 133,052 3,695.90 525.79

Uni ts ..•.•.•••. : 37 20,023 541.18 50.34

Row s ••••••••••• : 148 57,742 390.15 390.15

Table 30.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 26.1 inch
frame, August, Washington, 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares components

Total .......... : 215 268,351 1,248.15 1,267.00

Fie 1ds ••••••••. : 35 186,179 5,319.41 737.79

Units .. lit ••••••• : 36 32,137 892.70 181.75

Rows ••••••••••• : 144 50,034 347.46 347.46

Table 31.--Nes ted analysis of variance for number of stalks, 14.4 inch frame,
May, Kansas, 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares components

Total .......... : 125 270,534 2,164.28 2,220.61

Fields ••••••.•• : 20 185,248 9,262.41 1,255.28

Units ••.•••••.• : 21 36,345 1,730.72 382.70

Rows ••••••••••• : 84 48,941 582.63 582.63
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Table 32.--Nested analysis of variance for number of stalks, 21.6 inch frame,
May, Kansas, 1972

Variance
source

Total :

Fields :

Uni ts :

Rows ••••••••••• :

D. F.

125

20

21

84

Sum 0 f
squares

428,592

267,937

31,400

129,254

Mean
squares

3,428.74

13,396.89

1,495.26

1,538.74

Estimated
variance
component

3,522.34

1,983.61

-14.49

1,538.74

Table 33.--Nested analysis of variance for number of stalks, 26.1 inch frame,
May, Kans as , 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares component

Total .......... : 125 472,608 3,780.86 3,868.30

Fields .•••.•..• : 20 295,953 14,797.66 1,889.43
Units .......... : 21 72,683 3,461. 09 741.11
Rows .•..••..... : 84 103,972 1,237.76 1,237.76

Table 34.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 14.4 inch
frame, July, Kansas, 1972

Variance
source D. F. Sum of

squares
Mean

squares
Estimated
variance
component

Total•.•••.•... : 239 103,219 431.88
Fie Ids •..••.•.• : 39 56,730 1,454.61
Uni ts .......... : 40 17,474 436.85
Rows ••••••••••• : 160 29,015 181.35

436.14

169.63

85.17

181. 34
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Table 35.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 21.6 inch
frame, July, Kansas, 1972

Variance
source

Total ..•....... :
Fields :

Uni ts :

Rows ••••••••••• :

D. F.

239

39

40

160

Sum of
squares

176,523

86,726

19,452

70,344

Mean
squares

738.59

2,223.75

486.31

439.65

Estimated
variance
component

744.77

289.57

15.55

439.65

Table 36.--Nested analysis of variance for number of emerged heads, 26.1 inch
frame, July, Kans as , 1972

Variance Sum of Mean Estimated
D. F. variancesource squares squares component

Tot a1 .......•.. : 239 237,242 992.64 1,002.57

Fields ••..•.... : 39 131,659 337.58 419.05

Un!ts .......... : 40 34,461 861.54 139.00

Rows ••••••••••• : 160 71 ,123 444.52 444.52

Appendix III: Bias in Plots Sizes

This section presents an analysis of the possible bias in plot sizes. A

linear relationship of stalk counts on plot length with zero intercept should

exist in the absence of any bias. If the intercept is significantly different

from zero, then one or more of the plot sizes are biased, since a plot length
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of zero inches should estimate zero stalks. Prior to testing the intercept,

one must test the assumption that the regression of stalk counts on plot

length is linear.

For each month and for each State, suppose we have nl, n2, n3 samples

using the 14.4, 21.6 and 26.1 inch frame, respectively. Let Yiu' i=l, 2, 3,
th thu=l, 2, ••.ni denote the u measurement on the i frame. (The first is the

14.4 inch, etc.). Yiu is either the number of stalks or the number of emerged

heads depending on the month and State. Consider the linear model

(1) Yiu = So + Sl Xiu + ~iu' where for all u

{
14.4

= 21.6
26.1

ifi-l
ifi=2
if i 3, and

A least squares fit of this model using all n = nl + n2 + n3 observations will

produce a linear regression of the number of stalks (or emerged heads) on the

plot length.

The assumption that the regression of emerged heads on plot size is linear

can be tested. The technique is to partition the residual sums of squares from

fitting the total n observations into two components, the sums of squares due

to lack of fit and the sums of squares due to pure error. The pure error SS
2divided by its degrees of freedom estimates cr (the error variance) and the

2lack of fit SS divided by its degrees of freedom estimates cr if the model (1)

is correct. The ratio of the two mean squares has the F distribution if the

model is correct. The model suffers from lack of fit if the computed F value

is significant at a specified level of significance. The necessary calculation

and a theoretical summary of the testing the adequacy of a linear model can be

found in Draper and Smith [3, Section 1.5].
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The model (1) was fitted using the regression procedure of the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS). The pure error sums of squares was computed using the

procedure MEANS in SAS. Tables 37 thru 40 presents the analysis of variance

tables for testing the lack of fit of the linear model (1) for each month and

State.

Table 37.--ANOVA for test of lack of fit of regression of number of stalks on
length of frame, May, Hashington, 1972

Source D. F. Sums of Mean F Critical
squares square :F.05 value

Regression .......... : 1 385363.01

E rro r ............... : 664 2850839.99 4293.434

Lack of fit ...... ,. : 1 3305.23 3305.225 0.770 3.854
Pure error ........ : 663 2847534.76 4294.924

Corrected total .•...: 665 3236703.00

Table 38.--ANOVA for test 0 f lack of fit of regression of number of emerged
heads on length of frame, August, Washington, 1972

Sums of Mean Critical
Source D. F. F ?05 valuesquares square

Regression •.•••••••• : 1 125160.18
Error ............... : 646 558396.14 864.390

Lack of fit••••••• : 1 21.63 21.633 0.025 3.854
Pure e rro r ..•...•. : 645 558374.50 865.697

Corrected total••••• : 647 683556.32
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Table 39.--ANOVA for test of lack of fit of the regression of number of stalks
on length of frame. Kansas. May, 1972

Source D. F. Sums of
squares

Mean
square F

. Cri tical
?.05 value

Regression .......... : 1 187825.12

Error ............... : 376 1179142.54 3136.017

Lack of fit ....... : 1 7407.66 7407.664 2.371 3.894

Pure e rro r ........ : 375 11 71734.88 3124.636

Corrected total ••.•. : 377 1366967.66

Table 40.--ANOVA for test of lack of fit of the regression of number of emerged
heads on length of frame, Kansas, July, 1972

------"

Sums of Mean . Critical
Source D. F. F :F.05 valuesquares square

Regression ••..•.•••• : 1 124460.65

E rro r..•••••••.•.••• : 718 518141.28 721. 645

Lack of fit •..•••• : 1 1158.06 1158.059 1.606 3.853

Pure error •.•••.•• : 717 516983.22 721. 036

Corrected total ..••. : 719 642601.93

Since none of the computed F values exceeded the critical value of the F

distribution, there is no lack of fit in any of the models. Some words of

caution are in order here. Our range of experience is only from 14.4 to 26.1

and the results indicate that a linear regression model is governing the data

in this range.
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Since we have repeat observations on each unit size, we have only three

data points, the means at each unit size. The deviations of the variab1e(s)

about the mean is pure error and this was used in the above analysis to test

lack of fit. We know from the lack of fit analysis presented above that the

regression of stalk counts on plot size is linear. Given this, is the intercept

zero? If the intercept is not zero, then the plots are biased. To test this

the mean number of stalks (or emerged heads) was regressed on the plot size.

Table 41 presents the regressions for number of stalks and number of emerged

heads.

Table 41.--Estimated regression parameters and their t values for the regression
on plot size by State and month, Winter Wheat, 1972

State

Washington

Washington

Kansas

Kansas

Month Variable

May :No. of stalks

August:No. emerged heads

May :No. of stalks

July :No. emerged heads

BO B1.. . .
:Estimate: T-test ;Estimate; T-test..

-2.331 -0.237 4.992 10.798*

-1. 817 -2.255 2.884 76.062*

3.055 0.156 4.626 5.035

1.030 0.184 2.728 10.367**

* Indicates significant at a = .05, with 1 d.f.
** Indicates significant at a = .10, with 1 d.f.

Since none of the BO parameters were significantly different from zero,

based on t-tests computed from the data, there is no reason to believe that

the frames are biased.
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